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THE FIRST CORRECTION TO THE SECOND ADIABATIC INVARIA~lT OF 

CtiARGED-PARTICLE HOTION 

T. G. Northrop* and C. S. Liu 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, University of California, 

Berkeley, California 
,).. 

M. D. Kruskal' 

Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton.University, 

Princeton, New Jersey 

January 6, 1966 

ABSTRACT 

The second term has been obtained in the asymptotic series 

for the second (longitudinal) adiabatic invariant of charged 

particle motion in a static magnetic field. This correction to the 

lowest order invariant has two sources: the correction to the 

lowest order magnetic moment and the integrnl:e11 e(fect of the 

guiding-center drift across the field lines. The second term is 

found to vanish at the mirror points; therefore during its motion 
I 

between mirror refl~ctions, the guiding center deviates from the 

surface on which the lowest order invariant. is constant and 

intersects this surface at reflection. 

*Part of this author's work done at hi~ present address: NASA, 

Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Haryland 

tHork supported by contract AT-(J0-1)-1238 with the United States 

Atomic Energy Commission. 
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I • INTRODUCTION 

This paper contains a systematic derivation of the next 

term beyond the lowest order for the second adiabatic invariant 

of a charged particle in a magnetic field. A charged particle in an 

electromagnetic field possesses up to three approximate invariants 

of its motion. The first is the Alfven invariant 1 or magnetic moment 

~A!. 
r..L /2mo8, where~ is the component of particle momentum n~ perpen-

' dicular to the magnetic field li· If there is an electric field,_p.l.is 

the momentum in the reference frame in which the electric field 

vanishes .. Magnetic moment invariance requires that fields vary 

slowl~ compared to the particle gyration period and gradually 

compared to the gyration radius. The second invariant 2 ' 3 is an 

invariant of the guiding-center equations of motion, which are 

equations obtained by averaging over the particle gyration about 

the magnetic field line. The second invariant is therefore, also 

an invariant of the particle motion, from which the guiding-center 

. equation1s are derived. This second invariant exists when the 

guiding-c~nter motion along a field line is nearly periodic; the 

invariant is ~~ds, where~ is the component of guiding-center 
J II II 

momentum parallel to 11, and the integral extends over a period of 

the motion in s, which is distance along the line. The third 

invariant 3 is an invariant of equations of motion resulting when 

the guiding-center equations are averagedover the periodic motion 
, ' 

along the field line (and therefore is an invariant of the particle 

motion also); it exists when these doubl.Y averaged equations have 

\ 
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I 
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nearly periodic solutions, and this occurs when the surfaces of 

constant second invariant are topologically cylinders, The third 

invariant t is the magnetic flux threading a second invariant 

cylinder. Its invariance is trivially true in static fields and 

becomes of significance only in time-dependent fields, 

The three invariants described above are really only the 

lowest orders of three asymptotic series of the form 

(1) 

where Mo is 'P~/2moB, Jo is £~ds 1 and ~0 is the magnetic flux threading 
J II 

through a surface of constant Jo. The expansion parameter e is the 

mass-to-charge ratio of the particle. The invariance of Mo, Jo, and 

to can be surmised.(and demonstrated) by rather physical methods, 

while to obtain higher order terms in each series may require deep 

insight or a systematic method. In the present paper we use a 
I 

systematic method due to Kruskal4 to obtain J1 for static magnetic 

fields, Although the second invariant exists whenever the motion 

along a field line is ·nearly periodic,. we confine ourselves to the 

case where the motion is oscillatory between two mirrors. The case 

where the particle traverses a closed field line always in the same 

sense must be treated separately in the systematic derivation. 

However, a direct derivation of J 1 to be given at the end of the 

paper shows that the result is the same as for the oscillatory case, 

The proof of the invariance of Jo in ref~rence 3 is valid for the 

'. 
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closed field-line case as well as for the oscillatory case. 

II. THE SYSTEMATIC METHOD 

The systematic method presupposes coupled equations of motion 

of the form: 

(2) 

where A has a finite number N of components and 1 possesses a power 

series expansion in the small parameter €. Furthermore, it is 

required that all solutions of the system d~/dT ~ !(~, 0) traverse 

closed trajectories in A space, The equation of motion of a charged 

particle can be put into this form with € equal to m/e. The method i 
i. 

shows how to obtain a transformation from the N variables to another 

set (~, ¢) which have the property that the equations of motion are 

dydr = th(z, e), --
d¢/dT r= w(~, t), (3) 

the important point being that ¢ does not appear on the right sides, 

and that x = x(z, ¢, e) is periodic in ¢. The vector z has N-1 
.,.,.., """"'.... """"" 

components. The transformation and the new functions h and w are -
obtained as series in e. 

If in addition the equations (2) are canonical, with~ the 

vector(~. s), then there exists the adiabatic invariant 

constant = f~(~, ¢, e) • ~) d¢, (4) 

where p and q are the canonical momentum.and position, and 
,.. -
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where the integral is over a period of '/;. The invariar:t is 

obtained as a series in € and, although a function of the ~-

variables, may be rewritten in terms of the original!-~ v.J.riable::> 

by inverting the transformation. To have an invariar:t, it is not 

really necessary that (2) themselves be canonical-only that they 

be transformable into canonical equations. 

The transformation~ to (~, q;) is not made directly, but 

for convenience by way of intermediate variables (y, u), where y 
....... "'-'' 

is any vector constant on the closed, lowest-order (~ = o) 

solutions of (2), and u is an angle-like variah.le specifying the 

position around such closed curves. 

The theory as described so far will produce only one adiabatic 

invariant s~ries (the magnetic moment), but to any order in € 

desired. The second (and third) adiobntic invariants arc obtained 

from "reduced" equations of motion as follm-1s: it cc.n be sho•m i I ,. 

that the foisson bracket[¢, HJ equals 1, "''llich r.1eans that 1J end 1-1 

can be used as conjugate variables in a canonical transforoation 

from (p, q) to (p', ~1; q', ¢) \vhere p' and q' have each one less - ~ ........_, """""" ~ """""' 

component than p and q. (N is the sum of the magnetic moment series -- """' 
to the order in € to which one is working). The neH Hamiltonian 

. 
.•. 

tL'(p', q', H, €) is independent of¢ since H equals -o?J-'/o¢, and - -
H is zero, be:.ng the first invariant. Thus the redL•ced system of 

equations is: 



:fl,ml1/i 
~~-·~. 

q• : = 0 'Y I (.D.' I ~· ' M l €) 
1 op' 

i 

. p! 
l 

.. - 0 dft I (.R I I Q.1 I M I € ) 

oq! 
l 
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If these ag~in have the property that all solutions are closed 

': ( 5) 

in (g.' 1 s_') space when € is zero, then a second invariant exists 

in terms of new z variables, which we will call z': - -
( ) £ ( ) o.a.'(z', <P')drl.' 

J ~· ... JE.' :t:...' • ¢' · ~-a¢; - "" (6) 

New intermediate variables (~ 1 , u') will generally also be used. 

Finally a second reduction can be performed to obtain the third 

invariant. The variables and transformations are illustrated in 
i 

Fig. 1. Each transformation is carried out as a series in the 

expansion parameter €, 

.Although (.£_', s_', M1 ¢) are shown by the arrow in Fig. l 

as coming from (p, q), they really come from the entire first - -
line, since (y, u) and (z, ¢) must be found in order to determine 

. - ,_. 

M. A similar statement holds from the 2nd invariant level to 

the 3rd. 

p. • ••• ···-~·· ·-.....- • ····---·--~----,_ ___ • 

I 
! 

' .. 
I 
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(p, q) <:E-----7 (y, u) ~--) (z, ¢)---')1st invariant (the magnetic mo:nent series H) 
,._. - -
1 

(pI > q', M, ¢)c. \ (y', u', M, ¢) < )(z', <P', M, ¢)-- -~ - - """ 

I 
2nd invariant (the longitudinal invariant series J) 

(p", q", J, ¢', M, ¢)"" ).(y", u", J, ¢', M, ¢)<----7 (z", ¢", J, ¢', H, ¢) ----7 

Jrd invariant (the flux series ~) 

Firgure 1: The variables used at the level of first, second, and third adiabatic theory. 

~j? 
', 2: 
I,!? 
'-',;/ 
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With so many transformations and variables, tricks for 

reducing the labor are very welcome. There are several such 

shortcuts. For one thing, ¢is never needed, since it is simpler 

to use u as the integration variable in (4). Likewise in (6), u' 

is to be used. Secondly, if the d~/dT equations of motion (3) 

have all solutions periodic when e (or another parameter) is zero, 

as for Eq. (2), or if they can be transformed so that this is so; 

the theory following Eq. (2) may be repeated. For the charged 

particle, the equations of motion (3) for z are themselves of the -
prescribed form (2) with the needed periodicity when € = 0, after 

a trivial rescaling of the independent variable. Thus (z', u') 

and (~' , ¢') can be obtained from the J;.. variables rather than by 

the pathway of (p', q'). Furthermore, it is proved in reference (4) - -
that: 

§E.'(~·' ¢'). 0£1.1 c~~ I ~· ~ d¢' d>p ( z I I ¢', ¢)·oa.,~~·~ ~·I ~)d¢, (7) 
o¢' = o¢' J- -

i 
that is, the original canonical variables may be used. Thus the 

reduced canonical variables (e', ~·)' and 'J)', need not be found. The 

pathway of transformations actually followed in the present calculation 

i~ illustrated in Fig. 2. The transformation is between~ and 

(y', u') and not between (z, ¢)and (y', u'). 
""' - -

i 
I 
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I. 
I 

( p. q) c---? (r, ~ ~ (r· u) ~(j, ¢) ------ leve 1 of lst 
.-. - - z - invariant 

/ i 
(y I I u')~(~'· ¢') --- level of 2nd I - '' ' 

invariant 

Figure 2: The transformations and variables actually used in this calculation. 

.... : 

·~· • ..- . .__.,._,., ··-.,-- r ,- ._.......,.. ___ _,, __ • 
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Here (r, v) are the position and velocity of the particle. The - -
x variables can be regarded as either (p, q) ·or (r, v), since 

,.,.,.. A'lo\ """' """ -~ 

the particle equations of motion can be written in the form ·of (2) 
... 

with the required propertie~ using either set. 

In (7) the right side appears to be a function of ¢ but really 

is not, since the left side is not; the¢ dependence of the right 

side actually must disappear. This fact gives another shortcut --

namely, that any particular value of ¢desired can be used in the 

functions p(z', ~·, ¢) and q(z', ¢', ¢). The choice¢ 2 0 greatly 
-"' ,.,..... .. """"' 

reduces the algebra. 

A fourth way to simplify the calculation is to choose the y ..... 
variables cleverly. The y vector is required only to be a constant -
of the lowest-order motion, and the (z, ¢) follow uniquely from the --
(y, u). ,_. There clearly are infinitely many suitable choices for the v -
variables, since any function of a given y is also a constant. The 

""" 
·guiding principle is to choose for the components of y quantities 

i ~ 

which are both simple and constant to as high an order in e as 

possible, even though the theory only requires y to be a constant of 
"""' 

the lowest-order motion, For example, one component of y' is much -
better chosen as Mo + e M1 rather than just Mo alone. Similarly, 

one component of y is much better chosen as the approximate guiding-,_. 

center position than as the particle position, since the guiding 

.. center does not move as rapidly as the particle . 

Although this systematic method of calculating invariant series 

·-..---.~---- ·~--· ....... ~ 
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in principle requires ~nly routine labor, in practice the amount 

of algebra gets out of hand rather rapidly unless the above short-

cu~s are used, along with physical intuition in the choice of_X· 

After this long but necessary discussion of the method, we now 

begin the actual calculation. 

III. THE. CHARGED PARTICLE 

The particle equation of motion can be written as 

dv/dT => v X B(r), - -- (8) 

where x is (r, v) and T is t/e. When e is zero, r is constant and 
"""" """"' l'tN N"'' 

the second equation (8) is the equation of motion in a uniform 

magnetic field]._. The solution v has a constant projection along 
""" 

B and is (harmonically) periodic in its two components perpendicular 

to~. Thus the trajectory is periodic in ..! space. Let ,!;:. .tl• and N 
I 

be three orthogonal unit vectors, with,!;_ parallel to·!;~ and E. need 

not be specified further. The y ~ariables will be denoted by (p, a, ~) - -
and defined as 

~ 

p "' r + ev X L(r)/B(r), ,.... - .... - -
a = I v .J_ I , 
~ ::a L(r) : v. -,... .,.. (9) 

The choice of r itself instead of the guiding center was tried for 
"""' 

p but led to a more difficult calculation. The y'components ~and a ..... 

,· 

1. 
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are the components of particle velocity parallel and perpendicular 

to the field line at the particle position. The u variable is 

chosen as 

1 ~) 
u = 2n arc tan A 

1 v · N(r) - ... - (10) 

The inverse transformation can be obtained to ar1y order desired from 

(11) 

where u ~ 2nu. The equations of motion for ~ (du/dr is not needed) 

are: 

A 

do/dT =-(~e/o) ~~=Ok(r), 
A 

dWdr = e vv: \71 ( r) , 
~· ..... .., 

dg/dT = &~k(F) + €: {~ 2b X (b ·O~) + o 2[(8 sin~+! cos~) X 

((~ sin u +!!cos u') . 'lb) + (.t!_ sin u - ~ cos~) (~ sin u +.&cos u) 

+ ~o[£1 sin ~ +!!_cos u) X (b '\li:) + i x~,€ sin U + g cos u) ··-o1)]} 

where the : notation means contraction first of the t\'JO inner vectors 
AA 

and then of the two outer ones. in (l3b) MN : 'VL means -- -For example 

The components of ~will be denoted by the Greek capitals of the 

corresponding y components- i.e., by (P, 2:, H). By use of the 
~ -

-
recursion and periodicity relations (1319 - B28) in reference (4), we 

~,. ·-----"'"------·---~--

. \1 !)l 
B J 

(12) 

-- ·~ ..... ,_ ·- ___ _; 

! . 

' .. 
j 
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obtain 

( l3a) 

l:=a + _e:_{i]2 (-M cos u + N sin v +t-~) L:V'L + T1cr~-~t!~ sin u cos u + . s <.e) . - ·- - ..... ,.... !<; ~-

t(HN + Nl'1) sin 2 t..V +.;.. NN sit/;; cos u] ; \JL} + O(e 2
), ,.,...... ... ;;;: -- ,. ( 13b) 

~ 

H = i] + _e __ {- Tp(-~ 
B(_e) 

cos u 
~ A) 2[ • AA 

N sin u + .!:1 L ; \J L - a - ,~ ~U. sin u cos u 

"" sin 2 .~ + ~ NN sin u cos ~] ........ (13c) 

(13d) 

The expression for ¢ is not needed, since u will be used as the 

integration variable; (13d) is included only to show that ¢ = 0 

when u = 0, a fact that will be used later. The e 2 terms of 

"(P, l:, H) have also been calculated, but are too length~ to include ..._ 

here. Note that choosing~ to be the guiding center has made the e 

contributioh to! vanish, and this will afford much simplification 

later. 

The equations of motion for the z variables (d¢/d~ is not needed) 
"""' 

are: 

1 dP ,.. €: ,.. ,.. ,.. €'l:2 .... €2:2 "' ,.. A "',.. "' 

_:=.:..,. = HL(P) + B(P) H2_L X (L • V'L) + ~ L X V'B + 28 _L (ZMN - ~Nl'1) :\7L 
E: dT -- ,.... ,... 2B - 2-.... ;.;,.,.. --

( 14a) 

' ' 
·- '•• ·~- --·-~---· _, ' 
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~ 

1:. dl: HL: . A €H3 ls(tlk 171) AA ~ 

= '""2V'.k. + [BV· 1t(r1L t/L)'i/·Ll 
€ dT B B N (' ....... ~· -- ,.,,..J 

tr1: {~17· 
A 

" ·"'""' ' .'\ 

+ € [ L(i-!N + Nr!) : VL] + BV· k1(2!L : \7];) ........ _ ....... ,... 
B 2 B 

1 dH L: 2 
A 

€ dT = 2 \J • L b times t~e order € terms of l ddE + 0(€ 2
). 

H € T 

Since €T is time t, the left sides are the guiding-center 

( 14b) 

( 14c) 

:.! 

velocity d.f/dt, etc. The component of dR.Jdt perpendicular to the 'I 

field is the sum of the usual gradient-B and line-curvature drifts, 

while the parallel motion has both zero-order and first-order 

components. The equations for dt/dt and dH/dt give 

( 15) 

which is energy conservation, while those for dt/dt and dE/dt give 

(16) 

111hich is conservation of the l01·7est-order magnetic moment Mo. 

The so'-called "guiding-center equations", which are usual in 

numerical integrations designed to follow the guiding center, are 

the set (see for example reference 5) 
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constant. 

This is a hybrid set, in that only some of the terms of order E are 

retained in df/dt and none of them in di::/dt. It is simpler than 

the complete set (14) and its use has validity, as will be 

discussed at the end of the paper. 

At this point the next term of the magnetic mo~ent· series can 

b~ calculated. We will not give details, but just the result. 

(18) 

Since the highest order tenn \·le \vill need in the magnetic mo1nent 

series is1 <::H 1 , H \vill stand henceforth for Ho + .;M 1 , so that d!'-l(z)/dt -
is of order E?. When expression (13) i3 Hritten in terms of (~,_i:) 

it agrees with Eq. (28) of reference (6). 

We now proceed to the reduced system and the second invariant. 

If we set e = 0 in (14) we have 
I. 
I 

~~ 
A 

c!R.fdt ::: Hb(f.) 
I 

·- A 

d<:/dt ... - 1sHL:V·L, ,_ .\ .. 

(ii-i/ d t -- ~2:).\l·f:. (19) 

. l ··-- ·"~-....,.._..,._":" ..... '""'.-.- ..... _______ ~ 

·-····--! 
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I 
I 
I 

/~."'-..........\ / I 
I I 

H 

Figure J: The projection of the lowest-order trajectory into the ~ - H plane. 

...... _ ,._ ..... 

I 
i 
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The first equation says that the guiding-center moves along a 

field line without deviating from it, the drifts having vanished 

for s = 0. The second and third equations show how the parallel 

and perpendicular energies interchange in the usual mirror manner. 

The motion is the five-dimensional space (P, z, H) is a closed 

loop; the projection of the loop into the Z- H plane is double, 

as illustrated in Fig. J. 

The J' variables are to be chosen as constants of the motion 

along this path. One component of L' is naturally taken as the 

K ( "'2 + H2)/2. energy :: L- Another component is the magnetic moment, 

and in accord with the technique of choosirig the y variables as -
constant as possible, we use M = t 2 /2B(P) + sM 1 , where M, is 

' .,.. .. \ 

given in (18). The final two components of y' are a(P) and ~(P), 
"""""" ,...... 1"-4' 

where a and~ are two functions of position, constant on each 

field line, such that the vector potential A is aVp and B is vaxV~. ""' .., 

(See references 7 and 8): Since the lowest-order motion is strictly 

on a field ~ine, a and 6 are sutiable for y' components. The angle 
""" 

variable u' we define as the fraction of its total longitudinal 

oscillation period T the particle has completed: 

u' (E, H, P) 
·"' B(P I) 

"'"' 

(20) 

; i: 

___ I 

I 

I 
I 
: 
I 
I 

!' 
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where the path of integration is along the field line on which P 
""" 

is lo~ated, and Po is a zero of the denominator. For the oscil--
latory case we are considering the denominator will vanish at 

two points Po and P1 • For definiteness, choose Po as the one at 
,_ - -

which B is directed towards rather than away from the other, as, -
in Fig. 4. The period Tis twice the integral from ~o to ! 1 • The 

positive sign in the denominator is to be used when integrating 

from Po to P 1 and the negative sign on the return. A point on a - -
field line has two values of u' whose sum in unity. It should be 

noted that the denominator in the integral (20) is not exactly 

the parallel guiding-center velocity at P'; it is to lowest order 
·""' 

only. From (14) the parallel guiding-center velocity is 

This can be solved for H, which can then be substituted into 

2[K- (Ho + e:H,)BJ. The result is 

Therefore the denominator of (20) is not exactly v
11

. When v
11 

is not 

too small, the square .root of (21) may be expanded to give 
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In the special case where B·VX ~ ~ 0, the difference 

.~ :v 
between the parallel gui'ding-center velocity and ±2::(K - ~1b) :· 

A A 

does vanish. The reason is that (HH - r!N) :VL equals (LIB) ·\ixB. 
. - ~..,, ~ .... u• ·'\' .,... ··" 

The vanishing of ] ·VxB is the necessary and s;;fficient condition 

for the existence of a family of surfaces orthogonal to the B field. 
""' 

Si:::plification sometimes appears in adiabatic theory when t_his 

condition is :1:c:t. For t1vo other cases, see reference 7, pages JCl 

and '/0. 

In Fig. 4, the guiding center is shown reversing its parallel 

velocity at.,~; (i.e. at v' -= ~) because by (21) the ,:enot.linator of 

(_20) vanishes up to tenos of order 
., ' 

;:; " ,,,hen 

as a zero of the denominatoc The order E: 2 difference is invisible 

to the order to which we are working. 

The equations of motion (lL,) in terms of~', u') are 

a = p ·\la. 

p = p ·'V p, 

H = 0(E:2), (22) 

K = 0 ( E: 2) 

u' l 
= r' 

\.Jhere the dots mean d/dt and where P is given by (l4a); L:, H, and P 
""' -

are to be expressed in terms of (uJ 6, M, K,· u'), a procedure that is 

I• in principle possible given the form of the field. 

i 

-----~' 
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u' = O, '} ON THIS SURFACE 
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Figure 4: The geometry used in the calculation of the second adiabatic invariant. 
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By using the systematic method for finding the z 1 variables, -
we obtain 

ul 

z1' =a +T';S
1
l)l·1) J

0
d\.{J

0
du"R(u")·\7u(u") -,f(u)-vo(u)J + O(t: 2

), 

22
1 

U I i • = S + T(Ct2Kt-1) !' dt.[ r d·u" P(u") ·ve(u") - P(u) ·IJs(u)-i + O(<:z). 
) ) ) o) 0 •! 0 ,.... - - ' .J 

(23) 

1 

The int2<,~ral J d·v'P(u").Q'a(u") is (to the order needed) the average of 0 ,_ I 

ct over the unperturbed path and \,•i ll be denoted <CD, ancl similarly 

for g. T~a equations of motion for the z 1 variables have not been 
......... 

obtainerl from (14) bec~use they are not needed in calculating the 

second invariant. 

' 
The second invariant (since.· p __ mv _,_ eA( r)) is 

IV\• "\".- •\.\. I\\ 

j ( Z I) 
m 

l 1 s - f d. \} , E;V ( z I I U I I ril) + A[ r( z I I 
- E: 0 l ~ - '1-' ""'"" ,.. .."". 

ul' o,r(;;, 1
' u'' cp)' 
OU 1 

where (?) has been used and the integration variable switched to u' 

from ¢'. The integral (24) is independent of'¢. The ran~e of 

integration for either¢' or u 1 is 0 to 1. The right side of (24) 

(24) 

I 
! 
I 

I 

I 
r 

! 
I 
I 
I 
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must be evaluated through order e so as Lo get the J 1 term of the 

series Jo + eJ1 + ------- The contribution to order 1/s in (24) 

vanishes because it is 1/t:: times the magnetic. flux thro:1gh the 

zero-order trajectory. But the zero-order trajectory is along a 

field line and back along the same path, t;\ltS enclosing no flux. 

The contribution to order l in (24) will be Jo, so we ~eed up to 

and including order E. 

To get r(z', u', ¢) 
,... -~ 

u', ¢) correct through order 

correct through order <:: is straightforward and tedious. Great 

simplification occurs when \·Je set (j) c:: 0. Hhen q; = 0, v __ 0 also, 

as shown by (l3d)_ From ( lJa :-c) \.Je then have that P = o, E- a, 
~ .. \ ,. \. 

and H ~ ~· In fact according to the general theory these are 

exact relations (to all orders in e) when ~ = 0. Then from (ll) 

,;: I -· 
r,D=O 

=! illi.lt) ~) 
B Cd -= p - B (.f) 

~ ~ 

VI -- ¢=0 
-- H1 (:£) + 2:~ (r) -= HJ: C"€) + z~ (f) 

The next step is to express (P, E, H) in terms of (z', u'). In 
- M• 

principle it is possible to invert the definitions of the (y', u') 
.~ .. ,, 

to get (P, i:, H) in terms of (y', u'). Let ...... 

P == R(o·, S• H, K, u') ,.,... 

be the formula for P obtained by inversion. Then P(z', u')· is 
~ ~~~ 

obtained by substitution o[ (23) into the funtion R and 
~ 

then Taylor-

expanding: 

( ~25) 

(26) 

I. 

i ,. 
i: 

. i' 
I' 
;J 
I' 
ji 
1: 

t! 
li 
I. 
I, 
ji 
I• 
1.. 

Jl 
I 
!· 
\ 

.I 
! 
:· 
!! 

i. 
I 

i . 
. ____ .. _____ !. 
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. p ( z I ' u I) = R ( z 1 I ' z.z I ' z~ I ' 
,.,.~ """"" ~ .,J 

ZJ, I , 
U l 

u') - T(<u>u 1 
- \' Li-) 

u 0 

(27) 
.~ Z?. I , 

where the T, &, and 6 are to be expressed as functions of ( Z I ' U I) • 
"'"' 

Consider the contribution of the vector potential to the integral 

in (24): 

(28) 

where P(z 1
, u 1

) is to be replaced from (27). Since the integral --
(28) is needed through order e 2

, it seems that the e 2 term of P(z 1
, u') 

I --

would be needed. As the following analysis will show, neither it 

nor (e 2 2; 2 /B 2
) (~1·w1 -HH·'VB/B) contributes and all of the order e 2 

""" --
contribution to the integral arises from the products of first order 

terms. The path of integration is at constant z 1
• Varying u 1 at 

constant z' does not make r(z 1
, u 1

) follow a field line unless 
""" """~ 

o{r(~:· U 1
)] andS[E(! 1

, U 1
)] are independent of U

1
; but they do depend 

on u'. In fact 

a{ r( z' ui)J z, I - T(<&>u 1 - r-u&) - E:>J.1·VO'(~)' 
' =: 

B -- J 0 . 
(29) 

and 

oir(zl \.)I) J z.z' T(<f3>u' 
r-ul. c:ill·Vc (f.\). 

' = - - : s) -~ ~- . 
]) ,.... ""' ,) 0 

(30) 
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The ring of constant z' might look as in Fig. 4. The 

vector-potential integral in (28) is the magnetic flux passing 

through this ring, and that is the negative of the double integral 

JJdo..c!p over the ring, because A is c.'V'P. In an .e, - S plane the ring 

might look as in Fig. 5. The double integral is the area of this 

ring, \·lhicb by a little geometry is 

1 

JJdadB = ·Hodu'{Csc~:' u') - e(~·' O)J~. -[c.(~·, u') -a{~'' ) .Q&l 0 Jou•J' 

(31) 

where a and r are given in (29) and (30) as functions of (~·' u'). 

The difference o:( z', u') -a( z' , 0) is order e, since the zero order 
' ' ' - -

of each is Zj 
1

• Horeover oa(;_'' u' )lou' is order e:. Similar 

statements hold for S(~', u'). These facts are also clear from Figs. 

4 and 5, where the deviation cr(z', u') - a(z', 0) of the ring from ,... ~ 

the u' = 0 field line is due to the drifts, which are of order i. To 

summarize, (31) vanishes through order e: while its· e: 2 part comes only 

from the products of e: terms. 
~ ~ 

We will next show that only the e:~(M·Va)/B and e:E(M·Q~)/B terms .... -
of (29) and (30) contribute to (31); products of e: terms corning from 

the a and S parts all cancel. Substitution of (29) and (30) into (31) 

gives 

I. 

I 
I 
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' .·. 

Figure 5: An integration ring in the a - 13 plane. 
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(32) 

- e:2T J'o; d.u; [ (<it> - a) ( ci ·\Js '\ 
\ B ) u'=O 

1 • 1 • 
The last integral vanishes because r (<Ci> -a) ::: Jf'

0
(<):> - 5)-= 0. 

v 0 

·The second integral in (32) can be integrated by parts, and after 

some cancellation one finds 

. C .. ~~ du 1 = - JJctad(: 
)~~ ou. 

1 2: = e:Tf du'~ C(<p> 
0 j) 

A 

( <c:r> - a) M -v 3 J 

T2 1 • ul . 
~>rudu"a(u")] + 2 J du 1 [<et:>J du"s(u") 

v 

0 0 0 

T2 1 • u I 

-a( w' )Judu"s ( u") J. + 2 j du 1 [(3(u 1,)J du"~(u") (33) 
0 0 0 

We proceed to shmv that the terms 1vi th T2 give zero. In the second 

T2 integral interchange the order of the U1 and u" integration to 

get 

") -u ( 34) 

and similarly for the other part of the integral. Thus the T2 terms 
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in (JJ) become 

zf . 1 ul . • . 1 
T <8><au 1> -<cx><:f3u 1 > -i:}' duiJ du 11[du 1 )e(u"-) -s(u 1 )c(u")jJ. 

~ 0 c (35) 

Further progress depends on a theorem: Given two functions f(u) and 

g(u) such that f(l-u) equals f(u) and g(l-u) equals g(l) - g(u). 
1 1 

Then r dug(u)f(u) = ~g(l)J duf(u). In (35) the first term is 
1 .• 1 ° 0 

J
0
SJ

0
6u 1

• Clearly,· u' is a g function. Also, a is an f function; 

this is because l-u 1 is the same point on the zero-order field line 

as U1
) and the drift velocit~ which produces a and s,is independent 

of the sign of the parallel guiding-center velocity. Application 
1. • • • 

of the theorem now gives J etU'=<cw'> =~a>, and similarly <f3u 1> = ~<B>. 
0 

And so the first two terms of (35) cancel. In the last term we have 
1 

• u 1 
• U

1 
• J du 1 j3(u 1 )J du"0.(u 11

), where 8 (u 1
) is an f function, and J du"et(u") 

0 0 0 

is a g function of its upper limit. Application of the theorem yields 

1 • u 1 •· • 1 • ul • · J du 1S(u 1
) r· du"c(u") = ~a><S> and similarly J du 1 et(u 1 )J du"S(u") = 

o · Jo_ o o 

~<S><a>- Thus all the T2 terms disappear and the € contribution of 

the vector potential to J(~ 1 )/m is 

1 
1 1 -r A[ r( z I 
E:J. ,_ ..... - ' 

U I ) J , OJ ( k I > U I ) l U 1 

oU 1 G =Tf du 1 8 (~) C(<8> -s)BC~J·V'et(~) 
0 -0 

In this expression R means R ( z; 1
, zz 1

, - ,....., 
z:;. I' Z4 1 ' u 1

) and 2: is 
I 

[2z3 1 B(~)jt ta the order needed. The~ and 6 are to be expressed 

as functions of z 1 and u' . 

(36) 
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We now turn to th~ eval.uation of· t~e integral in (24) containing 

the velocity: Substitute r and v from (.'25) into (2!.,): 
~ - ' 

\.) I ) • o.r ( z. I ' l) I ) 

(Jul 
du 1 1

1
'\ .. ~ \.) I r q T'"' ( L) \ ', ,- :. i ( U l 

·- ,_1 0 u L"::: \ £:../ ~ L~-:2 !:. ; 

A A 

_ t: D1'J;1.:_"Q..I.;. 
B 

\vhere (~, H, Z) are to be expressed in terms of ( z 1
, u 1

). Equation 

(27) gives P(z 1
, u 1

); H(z 1
, u 1

) and Z(_:::', u') can be obtained by - ~ - ~~ 

.inverting the definitions of the 1 1 variables and then expressing 

y 1 in terms of (~ 1 
, u 1

) • 
........ 

T;1e lowest order of (37) is found to be t;1e usual longitudinal 

invariant 

J o r z 1
) _ 

1 .¢. • ~ cR. ~- r-'- 2<:: [z-4 1
- Z) 1 B(.R)J~ ]:.()\_)· ~ du 1 

m J 
0

- - ·- _ ·~ u 1 
(38) 

i 
where the plus sign is to be usee for Oi-u 1:.n and the minus sign for 

~~u 1 £l, because the parallel velocity, \hich to lo~o:est order isH, 

changes sign at the turning point where U 1 is i· The plus-or-minus 

sign is essential; 1vithout it .!o \·:oul(: vanish because L··oR1o.u:1__.has 
/\V -

opposite ~igns but the same magnitude at u 1 and l-u 1
• Because of it, 

many terms in J 1 will vanish due to the symmetry properties of their 

integrands. 

The s part of (37) is not difficul: to calculate. Hany terms 

vanish clt;c; to the symmetry of the integrand .. A sample term is 

l 

. ~ 
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, "R ~ ~ 
e:fu- 2z) 1 

_2.__ }i :V' N \·Jhi c h vanishes because r) · \7!'-l is the same at u 1 

~ du 1 
,._.. """"'' 

and l·~ u', but o~/()u 1 has opposite signs. The result ~oJe find for 

the contribution of the velocity to J/m is 

1 

r du 1 v(z 1
, U 1 

)' 

Jo --

' ( ' u' ) o& ;;;. ' du' 
'(lui 

1 ~I , ... ..... R 
:: Jr· d u ' ( :±:) 2 2Lr 2 4 1 

- z 3 
1 B ( R) -J ~L ( R ) · ~ 

0 . ~ - ."'o~• 0 U I 

(j -~ ( -- [_-t-2"' 2 1 I 
()2,1 " 

(J9) 

The last integral vanishes because 0~/ou 1 is parallel (or anti-parallel 
... ,.. ,. ... 

to L and LL:VM + ML:'VL = L·V(L·M) :: 0. 
"""""' . ~"""- """"" ........ ~""· 

/ .! 

When (36) and (39) are added there is a term containing the 

~ " 
factor [(!i·o_8:/oz 1

1
) + (!:,!:Vs/B)J \·lhich vanishes because of the relation 

(see reference 7, page 51) 'Jp/ B = .h X o_E:/o2, I which holds for these 

(a, 6) systems. The result for J(2 1
) is 
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z., I B ( R ) J iL ( R ) · ..9..&. - rJ ·~ d u ,J [ <.;> u I 

-' - - ,...... Ou • o l 

JU·
1 

• ( 1 ) 
-

0 
a·~, U

1
' du"] 

0 
OZJ I ( 40) 

U I • 0 ) 
+ [ <s>u I - r R ( z I u") d u" J J\. 

\-' J 0 l -
1 0 Z2 1 

j(~') can be expressed in terms of the (y 1
, U 1

) variables, -
which have more physical appeal than the z 1 ones. The reversion 

""" 

is not too difficult if liberal use is made of the theorem regarding 

f and g type functions. We give only the result: 

j(.;;,; . .';~u~) 
: .. ...:·rH-· 

+ T2(a, 8' !'-!, K) J,du"[<g>a(yl, u") - <et> S(yl, u")] + O(e:2), (41) 
E: 0 - ,_ 

Definitions and equations needed to interpret Eq. (41) are: 

y 1
: a vector with components et, J3, M, and K . ...... 

U 1
: defined in Eq. (20). 

et and p: functions of position, constant on a field line, such that 

A= c!Jp. 
"'"" 

M: the magnetic moment constant through order e:, given by Eq. (18). 

K: the particle energy, (E2 + H2 )/2. 

T: the period of oscillation, defined below Eq. (20). 

a(~.l 1 U I) and p (y_', U I): the. rate Of Change Of Ci and p due tO the 

drifts, and given by Eq. (22) and (14a). 

·I 
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<;.,> ·. th ~ .. \... .. 
u e raLe o~ C••ange OL u averaged over a longitudinal 

1 • 

oscillation and given by r du'a(;() u'). 
0 

<p>: similar to <0:>. Thus <o:.> and <}3> are functions of y' in 

Eq. (i,l). 

E, H, P: the guiding-center ~ariables, def{ned by Eq. (13). 

E,(o, i3, M, K, u'): defined by Eq. (26). 

L: the unit vector . .§./8. 

e: mass to charge ratio m/e. 

The first integral (41) contains E terms in M, which is No~ ~M 1 ; 

for a given M and K the integral is a function of only a and 0 --

i.e., of the field line on which the guiding-center is located, 

and not of u', which gives the position along the field line. 

The integral is taken betv1een zeros of K· - ~1B(E), even thougl1 

the guiding-center never actually moves along the line(a, 0) between 

these "virtual" mirror points, C and D in Fig. 6. The guiding-center 

1-;ill eventually be reflected on some field line, but it generally 

will not be the line CD. 

The term of J proportional to T2 is of order e, since & and a 
are of order e. It depends on u' through the upper limit of the 

integral, and vanishes at u' = 0, ~; and 1. In fact because EM 1 

vanishes when v
11 

= 0, the entire eJ1 vanishes at the mirror points. 

Thus the guiding-center trajectory will look somewhat as in Fig. 6, 

oscillating about the surface of constant Jo, but ah;ays coinciding 

with it at the mirror points. In the figure, the dotted part of the 

l 
... ··-------···-·j 
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Jo SURFACE 

Figure 6: The guiding center oscillat~s about the surface of 
constant Jo. 
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trajectory lies below the Jo surface. 

l ~ 

As sho1vn by Eq. (21) the rad:i.cal ±2 2 (K - ~1B)~ in the first 

term of J/m is not the parallel guiding-center velocity through 

... order E. However the integral over a complete period of the 

difference does vanish; the order E term on the right side of (21) 

is proportional vU and therefore has opposite signs in the ranges 

v' = 0 to 1z and .g. to l, 1-Jhereas ±!:_·c_B./ou' has the same sign. 

Thus the integral of the order E difference vanishes by symmetry. 

For a similar reason, even the term of M1 that is porportional 

to H would contribute nothing to the integral, leaving only the 

IV: DIRECT DERIVATION 

Verification that d(J/m)/dt = 0(E 2
) will serve as a check 

on the result and at the same time suggest a direct derivation of 

J that shortcuts much of the present work. We have 

( 42) 

So we need a(J/m)/oa and a(J/m)/oS correct only to zero order, 

since a and S are of order E. In reference (J) it is shown that 

c., _Q_ Jo T .. 

oa = -:-<(3>, 
m E 

( 43) 

0 Jo T <a>. 
2lB = m E 
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Furthermore, 0' is liT and o(J/m)/ov' equals (T 2 /e)(<f:,>'3< .,-<&>)3). 
' . 

Putting it all together gives 1./nat 1ve h'ant: d(J/m}Gt-:: O(e 2 ). 

The direct derivation goes as follows: start with the time 

·derivative of the lowest order J, 

A_ Jo 
dt m + Ho 

·and by (43) convert this to 

A_ Jo 
dt m 

d Tst . . 0 J 
=dt ; dt[6<Ct'> - a<e>] - eM 1 -'- __Q 

~ o oMo m 

( 44) 

1vhere Ho has been replaced by - .::H 1 • The period T, which depends 

on time has been placed inside the d/dt because its time derivative 

is proportional to the order e drifts, making the error of order e 2 ~ 

The term. containing M1 may be written as 

__Q_ 
arlo 

Jo 4-- [d11 o(Jo/m)_, 
m = c: t oHo J 

- t:Mi 
ci o(Jo/m) 

cl t 6Ho 

Because Jo is an integral alo~g a field line, so is o(Jo/m)/aMo; 

\.Jhich is proportional to <B>, the average magnetic field over an 

oscillation. Therefore o(Jo/m)/oMo is changed only by the order e 
r 

' . ' 
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drifts so that dl; and can be droppec;. 

Transposing all terms of (4.5) to t!<e left sicle and integrating 

over time gives 

.J:.D._ ;,!- /·~\ T s~d (';:·! ; 2J::!S~! ~[ <p/ ·<Ci/:'5 -i 

' u: - :::: constant m d~1o r:; cu .J 

or 

5
t . T • 
dt[ <8>a - <ct>(3j :::: constant 

E: 0 ' 

( 46) 

At this point we would have th~ result, except for the fact that 

the integral is over time in (46) and so is not a local quantity. 

This objection can be circumvented by realizing that the correction 

eJ, to Jo should Se small, which means that the guiding center 

should be distant only order E from the surface on which Jo is 

constant. The time integral fro~ A to F in Fig. 6 can be replaced 

by fhe integral from C to F along the instantaneous field line, and 

finally we have (41). The u'-dependent term is jus~ the effect of 

the drifts; and the total eJ 1 arises from this and from the correction 

of the lowest-order magnetic moment. 

The direct derivation also reveals that the closed field-line 

case must yield the same expression for J 1 as the os~illatory case, 

which has been considered to this point. In the closed field-line 

I 
;c 

I 
; 

: ' 
i 
I . . ~ 
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case, the guiding center traverses the line always in the same 

sense, parallel or antiparallel to 8, but with varying speed, 
""" 

depending on the magnitude of B. At the same time it drifts 
--~ 

slo0ly at right angles to the line. There is nothing in the 

direct derivation th~t relies on the oscillatory motion, thus 

we may conclude that the form of the ~xpression (~:) for J will 

be unchanged; u' may be taken as 0 and l at a~•. axbitrary point 

on the field line, and only one of the plus-or-minus signs will 

be needed. 

There is however a difference between the oscillatory and 

closed field line cases - namely, that the order e difference 

bet\·Jeen the integral of v
11 

and of :212-(K -~1B)1ino longer vanishes, 

and the first integral on the right side of (41) may not be replaced 

by §v
11
ds, nor may the part of eH 1 that is proportional to H be 

omitted. 

The ~irect derivation also raises the question d why the time 

derivative of the magnetic moment (as in Eq. 44) did not need to 

be considered in earlier proofs (references 3 and 7) of the con-

servation of Jo. The answer depends on whether Jo is defined with 

( 
' .:!,. ( ) _;,. K - NoB) 2 or \vi th K - i'lB 2 , \vhich includes some terms of order e. 

If the fcirmer, th~ proofs should indeed consider the effect of Ho. 

Since the proofs show only that <d(Jo/m)/dt> = O(e 2
) -- i.e., that 

Jo is only conserved on the average, it is only necessary to show 
T . 

that <1-lo> vanishes. This is easy to do: <1-lo> :::-<d·1 1> = <e/T) \ d'tt·l1 "'
""'o 

(e/T)6~! 1 , l·.'here 6.H; is ·the change in M1 bet:Heen the time the guid-
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ing cen·ter leaves one mirror and \to lmvest order) returr>s to 

it again. But fro~ (18) this chang~ is zero becau~e M1 is 

zero when H is zero. If on the other hand Jo is defined with M 

instead of Mo, previous proofs are valid. In practice, definin~ 

Jo with ~1 is preferable because of the use to \·lhich Jo is ust1ally 

put. The invariance of J 0 is often used to determine the surface 

on "·'hich the: guiding-centeJ: moves on c:~e average. ln a numerical 

calculation to find the surface one picks a nUinber representing 

the magnetic moment ~nd holds this number constant, so that in 

effect one is using Mo ~ eM 1 • 

The above discussion leads to the final subject to be t1·eated-

namely, the order to which the second invariant is conserved. 

Since Jo is. an integral along a field line, the parallel velocity 

does not change it, and therefore d(Jo/m)dt = O(g)i Jo.is trivially 

conserved to lowest order and is affected by the drifts, which are 

of order e. The usual proof of the invariance of Jo (ref. 3) does 
I 

not show that the £ term is zero, but only that its average vanishes: 

<d(Jo/m)/dt> = O(e 2
). So far it \·iOuld not matter l·!hether the com-

plete set of equations (14) were used or the hybrid set (17). The 

drifts are the same for each\ and these are what are involved in 

the proofs that Jo is conserved on the av
1
erage. In the present 

1
,.paper "'e lcr.ve sbmm that (1/m) d(Jo + eJ 1 )/dt = O(t: 2

) without 

any averaging involved, but the full set of equations (14) must be 

used in order that dM/clt = 0(~ 2 ). 
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